


About Us 
Anyang Rarlong Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Anyang City, Henan 
Province, China, is a member of Hongyuan section steel group. Our group 
company was founded in 1996, is a producer of profile steel and steel 
products. Rarlong is specialized in manufacturing various types of hot rolled 
profile steel, cold drawn steel, some of the profiles are further processed to 
wheel rims, rail fasteners and bailey bridge panel, Halen channel etc. 
 
Profile steel experienced development team works hand in hand with out 
dynamic sales department and technical testing teams to ensure an 
outstanding profile steel development and delivery on time. Every year, more 
than 100 special customized profile steels are developed to suit our clients’ 
needs. Now we have 5 rolling mills which can produce section steel width 
from 6mm to 250mm and annual profile steel output is 200,000 tons. 
 
With more than 20 years of development, our group has four sub-factories, 
two factories in Anyang for producing profile steel, bailey bridge, rail 
fasteners and halfen channel; two factories in Jiaxing and Jiaozuo for 
producing off-road steel wheel. Now we have one provincial technical center 
with various testing equipments that can do physical and chemical checking. 
We are also ISO9001/TS16949, ISO14001 and ISO18000 certified company. 
 
Now we can develop and produce various types of automobile door hinge 
steel, short development cycle, good after-sales service, for the auto parts 
manufacturers to save production costs and improve work efficiency. 
 



Our Factory and Products 

Factory View Raw Material Hot Rolling 

Warehouse Details Car Door Hinge Products 



Production Process 
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高压水除鳞 
High-pressure  

water descaling 
钢坯加热

Billet heating 
 热矫直 

Hot Straightening 

 抛丸 
shot blasting 

精矫直Fine 
straightening 

削耳子 
Cutting eges 

打磨 
Polished 

超声波探伤 
Ultrasonic testing 

锯切 
Cutting 

低倍酸洗 
Low times 

pickling 

 热轧制 Hot 
Rolling 

磁粉探伤 
Magnetic 
particle 

inspection 

包装入库 
Packaging and storage 



Applications and Customers 



Inspect Equipment and Quality Control 



谢谢观看 
THANK  YOU！ 
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